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Dateline Sunday November 10, 
2019...The phrase that comes to my 
mind in looking at the forthcoming 
Scorpio Full Moon on Tuesday 
November 12 at 8:36am EST is 
from the campy-type TV show that 
ran for 84 episodes 1965 - 1968 
entitled Lost in Space. Starring Guy 
Williams (who played the first 
Zorro on TV) and June Lockhart 

(the mother on Lassie) there were a couple of kids in their family, a weird doctor 
and a robot who, when a crisis was developing, would say “Danger! Danger! Will 
Robinson...” alerting the little boy on the program to tell his parents about the 
problem. 

Okay, now that the memory of this outer space odyssey has been shared, why am I 
concerned about great danger on Planet Earth’s horizon with the Scorpio Full 
Moon? 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The Full Moon occurs with the lunar orb conjunct the asteroid Vesta 
at 20 degrees of Taurus — which just happens to be America’s natal 
Vesta from our Declaration of Independence birth chart from July 4, 
1776. 
 
 

As I reported in two recent podcasts on the triple return 
of Vesta to its natal placement for the USA, all of the 
themes and archetypes associated with this important 
asteroid are being illuminated for our nation and the 
world to see. While safety-security, home-hearth, 
insurance, investment, sisterhood and brotherhood 
principles are some of the main qualities associated with 
Vesta, if you listen to my two podcasts on AstroScope: 
Mark Lerner Astrology Radio and check out our Astro-
Business Keys section — see those two areas on 
this www.greatbearenterprises.com website — you will realize so much more is 
at stake as the shadow dimension of Vesta can relate to secret organizations (FBI, 
CIA, NSA, but also the KKK, Nazi and Neo-Nazi groups, KGB, the Mosad, 
hackers nationally and internationally, and a wide variety of extremist 
organizations), turf battles, issues concerning immigration, embassy and diplomat 
discord, financial-market turmoil, and the list goes on.  
 
Furthermore, the first of the three USA Vesta Returns occurred on August 3, the 
one now happens November 11 - 12 (as America recognizes Veterans Day), and the 
third one will occur on February 17, 2020 when our nation will be preoccupied 
with the initial presidential caucuses and primaries.  
 
Realize that not only will the Moon and Vesta be united (remember that in 
Mundane Astrology the Moon signifies the Public as well as home and family 
matters), but this Scorpio Full Moon happens during the annual Sun-Vesta 
opposition. 
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So...”Danger! Danger! Will Robinson” may be the phrase 
echoing through the minds of millions of Americans from 
my age group — many of whom could be working in the 
Pentagon, State Department, Congress and perhaps The 
White House. 

 
Since this Full Moon has a lead-in that includes 
Juno-Chiron opposite in the sky on November 9 
(which is a repeat of the closest opposition in 
America’s birth chart), today’s disturbing 
Mercury-Vesta opposition, and the rare Transit of 
Mercury retrograde over the disk of the Sun 
(November 11 at the time of the very potent 

Inferior Conjunction of Sun-Mercury), the monthly solar-lunar crescendo on 
Tuesday November 12 contains a highly-explosive charge.  
 
And because of intense Mars, Saturn, Uranus, Pluto, Sun/Mercury and Moon/Vesta 
zodiacal lines crisscrossing the entire Middle East and especially the Persian Gulf, 
the current volatility in this area of the world could become exacerbated. There is 
and has been a war going on between Saudi Arabia and Yemen for several years 
now, and many countries are fueling that possible out-of-control battle in this 
always contentious religious-upheaval zone during the last 2000 years (rise of 
Christianity, Islam and the Crusades).  

 
Adding to the plight of the global situation 
we see Mars under the Earth through 
North Korea, Saturn and Pluto setting 
close to the recent turbulence in Hong 
Kong, Neptune overhead through Lhasa, 
Tibet (controlled by mainland China since 
1950 just following the birth of The 
People’s Republic of China founded by 
Mao Zedong in 1949), Neptune rising 

through Lagos, Nigeria, and Pluto overhead through Nairobi, Kenya. Therefore, 
global hot spots are extra-intense. Note: The President of Bolivia, Evo Morales, 
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was just forced to resign today due to a scandal after his re-election and the 
transiting Lunar South Node rising line of energy as well as Saturn and Pluto in 
Capricorn both rising are cutting through that now violence-prone and shaken 
country.  
 
See the current USA and World favorable and unfavorable City Lists for more 
about population areas being supported or under duress around the time of this Full 
Moon. Be aware that the Sun/Mercury opposite Moon/Vesta celestial lines are 
energizing areas of Western Mexico, New Mexico, Colorado, Western Nebraska, 
and central South and North Dakota.  
 
Closing Notes: There is some astrological Good News to report as a few fortuitous 
sky configurations occur on the day of the Full Moon (including a Venus-Jupiter 
parallel, Mars-Jupiter sextile, and Chiron-Pallas trine) and Venus in Sagittarius 
rises in Washington, D.C. with the asteroid Juno in Libra above. This 
empowerment for Venus and Juno is also strong for locations nearby. Could 
America take on a recently-rare peacemaker role in global affairs? Hope always 
springs eternal concerning the USA being an advocate for peace-and-harmony 
(themes associates with Juno and Venus) rather than being the chief arms dealer to 
dozens of countries world-wide. Regarding the deep-freeze weather now striking 
the USA Midwest and this week the Eastern and Southern states, the return of 
America’s natal Juno-Chiron opposition in the sky is overhead and below right in 
these regions of our country. (Juno, when negative, is a Goddess of Storms, and 
Chiron, when negative, links to psychic or physical wounds, being “out of time,” 
and experiencing a Twilight Zone type altered-reality.)  
 
The bottom line advice for this Full Moon time-period is to meditate more 
frequently than usual, Keep the Faith, be a goodwill ambassador to people in need, 
Mother Earth, the realms of nature, plus world leaders and governments — hoping 
that the olive branch is a better gift to offer to potential adversaries than striking 
out in fear, anger and ignorance.  
 
Stay tuned to this online channel for astrological breaking news.  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